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CHANNEL DESCRIPTIONS!
Today's Rock

Barbecued

Today's Country

Rock Mix

Classic Soul

Country Mix

All the best rock, all the time. Rock out to the
high-powered sounds of today's masters of rock.
Mix of rock hits from the 80's , 90's and 00's.

Alt Rock

The best mix of today's alternative and indie
rock.

Classic Rock Hits

Timeless favorites from the Golden Age of album
rock that began in the early 60’s.

Alt Rock Classics

An exhilarating history of modern rock classics
from the 70’s through the 00's.

Indie Rock

The best in today's crossover college and indie
rock hits.

Alt 80's

An energizing mix of your favorite Alt Rock and
New Wave from the late 70’s through the 80’s.

Today's Pop

All of your favorite current charting hits in a hand
picked mix of the best pop of the last 5 years.

Billboard Hits

Now playing: every track on this weeks Billboard
Top 100.

Pop Mix

An ultimate blend of pop music from the 70's
right up to today.

Hot Pop

This high-energy mix features chart-topping hits
by today's biggest stars, with no rap or hard rock.

At Work Mix

A perfect blend of comfortable hits with favorites
from yesterday and today on one channel.

Party Hits

A vibrant blend of feel-good favorites from the
60's through today.

Decades Hits

The best selection of mainstream pop music hits
from the 60’s, 70’s, and 80’s.

R&B Mix

A smooth mix of your favorite R&B tracks from
the 70's through today.

Blues

A luminous blend of the best in Blues: From the
early pioneers to the artists of today.

Today's R&B

Complete selection of the most popular R&B
tracks from today's hottest artists and producers.

Hip Hop Mix

A mix for all of us: Top classic and contemporary
hip-hop selections from its biggest stars.

A special brew of upbeat blues and rootsy rock
designed to add a bit of pizzazz to any barbeque.
An amazing selection of the best classic soul
music from the ﬁfties to the seventies.

Coﬀee House

Smooth, mellow blend of acoustic rock, pop, and
folk from the past right up to today.

Adult Alternative

An eclectic mix of adult album tracks from the
90s, 00’s and today.’

Good Vibes

A spirited and uplifting blend of Rock tracks with
a positive attitude and a bit of swagger.

Love Songs

Light and breezy feel-good love songs from
yesterday and today.

Poolside

A musical vacation with a blend of breezy, islandinﬂuenced music from a variety of genres.

Latin Hits

All the latest & greatest Latin Pop hits by the top
Latin artists.

Brasilia

A warmsound that blends mellow Latin artists to
produce a sophisticated yet earthy ambiance.

Fiesta Mexicana

An upbeat, eclectic blend of popular regional
Mexican music with a Banda and Norteno base.

Salsa Y Tropical

A spirited blend of popular Tropical Latin music
with the ﬂare of the Caribbean.

Real Jazz

A blend of artists that comprise contemporary
jazz, along with classics from the past.

Smooth Jazz

The instrumentals you enjoy and use to enhance
the atmosphere at work, at home or at leisure.

Cocktail Jazz

Vocalists of yesterday and today supported by
the best jazz musicians of their time.

A complete selection of music from today's biggest
and brightest country music stars.
The ultimate country music radio station, covering
the best from the early classics right up to today's
hits.

Americana

Contemporary roots music that blends elements of
folk, country and blues for a homegrown American
sound.

Luxe

Our chic, hip, lush, stylish, upbeat mix of
contemporary chill and lounge music.

Chill Lounge

A laid-back mix of down-tempo electronica that
feature sultry vocals and deep grooves.

Aura

Relax with this soothing blend of ambient music
and new age sounds suited for winding down.

Club Euro

Energetic mix of upbeat club music from all over,
featuring top trance, house and dance selections.

Dance Hits

The best dance hits and the hottest pop crossovers
and remixes. Get the party started!

Classical

Ensemble pieces from the Baroque, Romantic and
Classical periods.

Piano & Guitar

Performances of guitar and keyboards for a light
instrumental sound.

Easy Instrumentals

Melodies from Broadway, movies, and pop classics
performed by orchestras.

Praise & Worship

Today's top charting adult Contemporary Christian
artists and popular songs from the past ten years.

Irish Pub

A lively blend of tracks that capture all the
camaraderie and energy of your favorite Irish pub.

Italian Bistro

Nouveau Jazz

A new approach to jazz performance, featuring a
melodic mix of vocals and instrumentals.

Festive and traditional Italian vocal and
instrumental music. The perfect compliment for
the cuisine of Italy.

Big Band

Reggae

Lift your spirits with this energized and tasteful
blend of the very best big band performances.

A refreshing and timeless blend of reggae music
from throughout the decades.

Holidays

Oldies

Three diﬀerent holiday channels by genre:
Today’s Christmas, Traditional Christmas and
Country Christmas.

www.iobusinessmusic.com!

A selected blend of the best uptempo solid gold
pop hits from the 50's, 60's, & 70's.

French Canadian Pop

A bubbly blend of the best in today's French and
English pop as you would hear in French Canada.
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